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About us 
 
We are one of the prominent suppliers and Manufacturers of floating Docks( Pantoons) in india. 
Our floating docks are true force to be reckoned with. We have been serving out customer with 
the mission of making integrated solutions. We use most premium materials, so that your 
floating docks not only stands well, but also look colorfully and fantastic. 
 
Our products are manufactured wit high density polypropylene ( HDPE) which is well withstand 
to exposure of sunlight , water and other elements. With its anti static and anti corrosive 
properties and skid resistance surface , making it excellent in safety and security aspects and 
long lasting product. 
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Applications  
 

1. Tourism and Recreation. 
2. Floating structure for jet-skis, Kayaks , and other small boats. 
3. Floating restaurants and Floating cottages. 
4. Temple festival and events. 
5. Floating walkways. 
6. Disaster management during Floods. 
7. Lake cleaning Platforms. 
8. Small rafting island. 
9. Military or Navy Division. 
10. Cage cultures and fish farms. 
11. Solar Power plants. 
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Features and Benefits. 
1. Long 10 years useful life- three times that of conventional wooden piers. 
2. Extremely durable and its resistant to all kinds of tides and weather conditions. 
3. Very well suitable tourism and recreation activities. 
4. Almost no maintenance and can be easily removed for cleaning at any time. 
5. Looks colorfully, attractive and available in four colors. 
6. Does not rot, splinter and rust.  
7. Safety – There are no sharp cutting edges. 
8. Environmental friendly. 
9. Skid resistant surface making it surface, excellent in safety and security aspects. 
10. Environmental Friendly. 
11. Can be shifted easily to any Place. 
12. Convenient and simple construction. 

  

 
Specifications. 
 

Size Length  50 cms 

Width  50 cms 

Height 40 cms 

Weight 7 Kgs 

Load capacity 300 kg / Sqm( full load capacity up to surface level) 

Material  High density polyethylene  

Colors Black, Blue, Grey and yellow. 

Life span 10 years. 
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